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rendition of hard won truths on the path to freedom It s written by a woman a revolution in itself That a Tibetan 
Master would offer the real Buddha teachings freely to a woman of the west is a testament to the true spirit of 
enlightenment beyond duality beyond gender That Marcia has trodden the path wi Confessions of a Gypsy Yogini is a 
tale of experience through mistakes learning the hard way It is a guidebook to help find ourselves offering a fresh 
approach to traditional teachings in a non adulterated way adapted to modern characters Presented within the Buddhist 
framework it will draw the reader closer to seeing things as they truly are assisting in ascertaining and validating our 
inherent beauty and combating any feeling of worthlessness while ackn Confessions of a Gypsy Yogini is a vivifying 
account of the nbsp ambrosia like Buddhist path with the brilliant imagery and clear nbsp voices of many renowned 
masters recorded by the author who nbsp herself lived for seventeen years at the feet of one 
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